July 20, 2017
European Commission
Re: European Commission Draft Delegated Acts on:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Technical Elements of the Definitions Set Out in the Benchmark Regulation
Conditions to Assess Impacts of Cessation or Changing of a Benchmark
Application of Qualitative Criteria for Critical Benchmarks
Calculation of Total Values of References to Benchmarks

Dear Sir/Madam:
The Global Financial Markets Association (“GFMA”)1, in partnership with FIA2 and the
International Swaps and Derivatives Association (“ISDA”)3, collectively “the Associations”, are
pleased to provide comments on the Commission’s draft Delegated Acts under the Benchmark
Regulation (“draft DAs”). We appreciate the European Commission’s (“EC”) initiative to solicit
stakeholder views in order to facilitate the finalization of draft DAs supporting the
implementation of the European Benchmarks Regulation (the “BMR”).
The Associations support the objectives of the BMR to provide a framework for benchmarks to
be produced in a transparent and reliable manner. Such objectives contribute to well-functioning
and stable markets, while providing a high level of investor protection. The Associations
appreciate the EC’s efforts to develop draft DAs that provide further clarity on the following
sections under the BMR:
•
•
1

Technical Elements of the Definitions Set Out in the Benchmark Regulation;
Conditions to Assess Impacts of Cessation or Changing of a Benchmark;
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•
•

Application of Qualitative Criteria for Critical Benchmarks; and
Calculation of Total Values of References to Benchmarks.

We believe the draft DAs strike the appropriate balance, tailoring requirements for
implementation by market participants while maintaining the overall goals of the BMR, to
improve the governance and control over the benchmark process. These provisions increase
investor confidence in the reliability of benchmarks at the same time enhancing the protection of
users of benchmarks.
In particular, we welcome the EC’s definitional clarifications. The guidance on ‘made available
to the public’ in the definition of ‘index’ under Article 3.1(1) provides further clarity in the
determination of what constitutes a benchmark under the BMR. We agree with the focus on
figures that are made accessible to a ‘potentially indeterminate number’ of legal and natural
persons. We welcome the EC’s proposed definition under Article 2 stating that the
administration of a benchmark implies both a) the ongoing management of its providers’
structure and b) the setting, adaptation and ongoing maintenance of the methodology. Additional
supervisory guidance may be needed at Level 3 to ensure unambiguous attribution of
administrator role for every benchmark as well as to clarify how to make this determination
when those two elements a) and b) are performed by two different entities.4 Lastly, the removal
of the definition of ‘issuance of financial instrument’ from the draft DA on ‘Technical Elements
of the Definitions Set out in the Benchmarks Regulation’ clarifies that the EC is aligned with
ESMA’s view that Article 3.1(7)(a) refers only to transferable securities, money market
instruments and UCITS covered under the BMR, and not to derivatives.
Treatment of Third Countries
While the draft DAs generally provide some helpful clarity and we appreciate the EC’s efforts to
assist in that regard, the Associations reiterate5 our significant concerns over the workability of
the third country regime. We continue to believe that most third countries will not adopt broad
benchmark regulations to achieve “equivalence” across the full spectrum of benchmark
providers. We expect that the endorsement regime will only be achievable where the third
country administrator has a local EU presence, as we do not think that unrelated parties will be
incentivized to take that responsibility. Accordingly, recognition may be the predominant
method by which many third country benchmark administrators could seek access for use of their
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benchmarks in the EU. Additional efforts to provide clarity as to the process and standards for
third country benchmark administrators, particularly under the recognition regime, is necessary.
The Associations emphasize that the BMR and any related guidance should seek to maximize the
number of benchmark administrators that wish to apply for registration or authorization. The
application process should be clearly defined and efficient to avoid reduced access to third
country benchmarks and unintended consequences for EU markets.
We understand that the EC intends to issue at least one additional draft DA regarding the
endorsement of benchmarks provided in a third country. We strongly support the EC preparing
such draft DA to give market participants the time to respond well in advance of the approaching
1 January 2018 application date of the BMR.
Additional Provisions for Clarification
Other provisions of the BMR that would benefit from clarification include, but are not limited to,
the following:
•

•
•
•
•

Clarification that benchmark provided by both EU and non-EU central banks, public
authorities, and CCPs, and other providers exempt under Article 2.2 will be exempt from
the BMR registration, and that users and contributors are similarly exempt with respect to
such benchmarks (including the requirements in Article 28(2));
Clarification that the term ‘traded via a systematic internalizer (“SI”)’ in the BMR is
definitionally aligned with MiFIR (Article 18);
Clarification on the interpretation of ‘determination of the amount payable’ as used in the
definition of ‘use of a benchmark’ in Article 3.1(7) in the context of derivatives;
Clarification that Article 28.2 will apply prospectively as from 1 January 2018; and
Clarification on the application of the transitional provisions to both EU and third country
benchmarks.

We encourage the Commission, ESMA and National Competent Authorities to provide
additional timely guidance on the various third country regime processes, as well as other
remaining aspects of the BMR, to reduce uncertainty and frictions leading up to the
implementation of the BMR requirements.

We appreciate this opportunity to provide feedback to you and we remain available to provide
further information on any of the above matters. If you have any questions, please contact Sean
Davy at +1.212.313.1118 or via e-mail at sdavy@sifma.org, Tessa Jones at +44.20.7519.1827 or
via e-mail at tjones@fia.org, or Julia Rodkiewicz at +32.2.4018761 or via e-mail at
jrodkiewicz@isda.org.
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